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“THE TEEMING MILLIONS OF THE WORLD ARE ASKING FOR SILVER!” ---Nevada Senator Patrick
McCarran, December 1942.
Speaking of Nixon’s action in closing the gold window at Treasury on August 15, 1971, Ron Paul
commented--"After that day, all money would be political money rather than money of real value. I was astounded."
There are certain personalities every precious metals investor should be familiar with---Hugo Salinas
Price of the Mexican silver money movement who is also of course a gold money man; Ted Butler, the
original expositor of COMEX and CFTC silver cartel corruption; and many, many others, but I am forced
to state that the most important personage to all precious metals and mining share owners has to be
Texas Congressman Ron Paul. Representative Paul ranks as the Mount Everest of our mountain range of
metals personages, because he wants to make us rich. The more his efforts succeed, the more we will
be favored to grow wealthy. His legislative campaigns on Capitol Hill are about wealth transfer---from
the bad boys of the New York banking community to We The People. We The People means especially
those of us who have been so sagacious as to have been accumulating gold and silver. If Ron Paul has
his way---and he will, if enough Americans back his legislation, we the hard money folks will emerge as
the new super capitalists of America. That would be a great plus for the common man who owns no
metals and no mining shares, for we are not desirous of impoverishing our fellow Americans, as is the
Federal Reserve crowd! Last month a typical Pilgrims Society member (synthetic money mob) and
Federal Reserve official was profiled. Part of what he said was “almost anything will serve as money.”
Herewith I suggest goat head stickers from a puncture vine for use as money by the New York banking
colossus---

You can view Ron Paul doing combat for We The People on You Tube!
On December 9, 2009, Ron Paul introduced his Free Competition in Currency Act, House Resolution
4248, which would eliminate sales taxes and capital gains taxes on gold, silver, platinum, palladium and
rhodium. Not many of us hold any rhodium outside of plated jewelry, but it shows he wants to cover all
the bases. HR 4248 would also squash the immoral legal tender laws which force folks to accept
valueless Fed notes and their equivalents like bank checks. How tragically funny that cashiers hold such
rubbish notes up to the light when tendered in payment, allegedly to avoid counterfeits, not grasping
the devastating fact they are themselves “illegally legalized” counterfeits. How can a receipt for nothing
have value? See his introductory statement in the House of Representatives at
http://www.house.gov/apps/list/speech/tx14_paul/compcurr.shtml
If this measure passes as is, capital gains taxes at 28% on gold and silver coins and bullion will be
reduced to zero. Does the Silver Users Association care to act bizarre in siding with us to eliminate that
tax? As long as it persists many silver holders refuse to sell! We are tempted to wonder if mining shares
could be next for a tax break, to assist in alleviating metals shortages! So many investors have sold
mining shares across the years and taken losses, or not realized the fullest gains possible, due to the
price suppression in silver and gold so vehemently denied by the CFTC and COMEX, and by illegal
shorting of shares tolerated by the SEC. Exempting such shares from gains taxes would do something to
equalize past injustices! Being free to use gold and silver coins and bullion in business transactions
would be a huge stride forward towards the Jacksonian ideal of real money payments! This would not
only benefit metals investors, but those who hold no metals, as they could receive them in payment.
Better that the 28% remain in a productive mode than go to a wasteful administration spending $400
per gallon for gasoline to maintain a counterproductive war in Afghanistan. People who exchange goods
and services for gold or silver coins will benefit by receiving innately valuable money! Therefore, it is in
the interest of most Americans that capital gains and sales taxes be removed from metals, and
prohibitions against tendering these as money for their metal content, rather than their one-time face
value in inflation unadjusted terms!
Ron Paul also has an agenda to censure, hamstring, hobble and close down the Internal Revenue
Service, tax collectors for the Fed and the war establishment.

There was the Roman moneylender and general Marcus Licinius Crassus who crucified 6,000 slaves in 71
BC (as seen in the 1960 classic “Spartacus”) who was killed execution style in 53BC by Parthian soldiers
who poured molten gold down his throat. Such monetary justice would be amusing today if it were
possible; but gold should not be wasted! Lead is abundant! The Roman Empire fell not from without
but from within, by monetary debasement and unceasing military adventurism---the same destructive
factors working against the U.S.A.! Ron Paul was involved in a coin dealing business for 12 years. He is
of the view that we should be self sufficient and not rely on the government as our mamma or daddy,
and is on record stating he will decline a Congressional pension!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wV0wPBYDQ6Y “The Ecstasy of Gold” from Eastwood’s 1966 film
“The Good, the Bad and the Ugly.” Ron served on the U.S. Gold Commission of 1982 and co-authored
“The Case for Gold.” That commission was heavily “salted” with bad boys, a study for another time.
Ron Paul as all metals investors should know is the Congressman spearheading the drive to audit the
Federal Reserve with HR 1207 having about 313 Representatives supporting it---a huge positive
milestone, and the companion Senate Bill 604. Currently the Senate features 30 supporters,
disgracefully, there are 70 Senators who haven’t backed it, and that is where political pressure on these
politicians needs most urgently to be applied, with maximum, unrelenting force, including picketing
their offices and across the street where they attend church! This is no pillow fight we’re in, take off the
gloves, put on the brass knucks, jerk out their mouthpieces (so to speak) and pull out all the stops, we
are in an emergency, paper money rats are gnawing at our bones! The bad boys use professional sports
mania as distraction to stop Americans from involvement in Congressional legislative agenda! A filthy,
toilet spawned low-blow movement has been building like a rat infested garbage dump to slander Ron
Paul and his supporters as “mentally ill” (discussed below!) While House support for auditing the Fed is
stronger than in the Senate, Paul’s Senate colleague from South Carolina, Jim DeMint (you have to love
the coinage allusions in his name) was blocked by a Senate majority in his move to lay bare Fed
operations http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4tRQHsXujpo showing how bought off they are! Senator
DeMint is being called “bat shit crazy” http://www.tetongravity.com/forums/showthread.php?t=164557
and these name calling incidents against members of Congress who want to do what’s right for the
country are likely to intensify. Ron Paul published “End The Fed” on September 16, 2009---

The bottom line reads, “New York Times Bestselling Author of The Revolution,” a previous nonfiction
blockbuster. The message “End The Fed” appears on bumper stickers, T-shirts and many, many
websites, taking the place of the controlled media who can’t support the campaign for sound money!
Here’s the description at www.amazon.com of Ron Paul’s book, (as this is written, #281 on the Amazon
best sellers list!) --“In the post-meltdown world, it is irresponsible, ineffective, and ultimately useless to have a serious
economic debate without considering and challenging the role of the Federal Reserve. Most people
think of the Fed as an indispensable institution without which the country's economy could not properly
function. But in END THE FED, Ron Paul draws on American history, economics, and fascinating stories
from his own long political life to argue that the Fed is both corrupt and unconstitutional. It is inflating
currency today at nearly a Weimar or Zimbabwe level, a practice that threatens to put us into an
inflationary depression where $100 bills are worthless. What most people don't realize is that the Fed -created by the Morgans and Rockefellers at a private club off the coast of Georgia -- is actually working
against their own personal interests. Congressman Paul's urgent appeal to all citizens and officials tells
us where we went wrong and what we need to do fix America's economic policy for future generations.”

Over three dozen major cities have seen or will have “End the Fed” rallies
http://www.infowars.com/end-the-fed-rallies-across-america/
Rand Paul, Ron’s 46 year old son, is an MD ophthalmologist in Kentucky running for the U.S. Senate in
2010 http://www.randpaul2010.com/about/ if he’s elected, he would have an interest in auditing Fort
Knox, but that would also be covered by his father’s Federal Reserve System audit! He might be named
after Ayn Rand (1905-1982) a Russian woman whose novels have boosted the concepts of individual
rights (or maybe after the Witwatersrand gold reefs in South Africa!) No need to waste yourselves
nagging the CFTC to heed their own bank participation reports, they can dissemble and prevaricate
forever! When the CFTC comes to a meeting of the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets, it
is only a flea bitten fox following a rabid wolf pack. It cannot contradict anything Fed and Treasury
want! Bart Chilton has a nice boyish grin, but I assure you he is a zero operator! If he wanted to act
he’d realize he has to resign from CFTC, then call a press conference (if he could get one!) The only way
to blow the lids off silver and gold prices before shortages accomplish it is to bring the Fed’s metals
suppression tactics with allied banks into the full light of day. We don’t know how much longer price
suppression can linger; auditing the Fed would end censorship of silver’s value in a month’s time or
faster! Of course, we might have to rely on You Tube and the Web to report the findings, as national
news would be loathe to cover it!
The Wikipedia entry on Ron Paul merits the reader’s review where you will find interesting details
including the fact of two of his brothers being ministers http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ron_Paul Ron
Paul’s agenda includes removing United States membership from the United Nations (the U.N. in my
opinion is a last ditch attempt to continue the old British Empire!) His political campaign till contained
$2,602,842 as of September 30, 2009 according to
http://www.opensecrets.org/politicians/summary.php?CID=N00005906 and persons of good will wish
to see that resource expanded! www.ronpaul.com and www.campaignforliberty.com as well as
http://www.house.gov/paul/ should be visited once weekly for updates on the Congressman’s agenda
and the status of his proposed legislations. Additionally you should visit his http://www.libertypac.net/
and www.ronpaul.org plus http://www.ronpaulforcongress.com/ plus http://www.voteronpaul.com/
and also www.dailypaul.com If it seems surprising that one man has a plethora of websites promoting
his vision for the future, it’s only because his monetary and other legislative proposals have been the
absolute best on Capitol Hill since the days of the great Nevada Silver Senator Patrick McCarran, who
said--“Today, the people of France are praying, clamoring for silver. I will tell you why. Those governments
have issued paper money, paper money, paper money, until the masses of the people of the subjugated
countries have lost faith in controlled currency, because they know the printing press runs on forever,
and they have been through a period in their history when they could hold a bale of the paper in their
hand, and couldn’t get a loaf of bread for it; but the fellow with a little piece of silver coin tucked away
in his pocket could buy the necessities of life; AND SO THE TEEMING MILLIONS OF THE WORLD ARE
ASKING FOR SILVER!”

(Quoted in The Mining Congress Journal, December 1942, page 21).
I have seen many, many times on prime time national news broadcasts, Federal Reserve Notes flying off
government printing presses at currency plants, whenever a story was being aired on the economy. This
is intentional mass hypnosis at work repeating the suggestion that “paper money is real money!”
Federal Reserve general counsel Scott Alvarez warned that retaliatory higher interest rates will be
imposed if the audit of the Fed transpires http://waronyou.com/topics/federal-reserve-general-counselscott-alvarez-threatens-the-u-s-with-economic-terrorism/
My profile, infinitesimal next to that of Paul’s, nevertheless, due to its research content and long
sponsorship by www.silver-investor.com as a free public information service, has some standing in the
metals world which I have no interest in attempting to quantify or compare to that of other
personalities, popularity contests are fruitless exercises in vanity like beauty pageants where the most
gifted almost never wins; but for whatever it’s worth, I strongly suggest that, provided it is acceptable to
Congressman Paul, volunteer citizen committees, possibly consisting of retired persons, organize
schedules and shifts in Washington, his home city Lake Jackson in Texas, with branch offices in Victoria
and Galveston, for the purpose of monitoring by video camera and binoculars, his comings and goings,
in the attempt he is the target of the sort of ultimate censorship suffered by President Kennedy! This
suggestion, reasonable in my thinking, must nevertheless be OK’d by Congressman Paul himself and
whatever his wishes are must be honored. In my view, he needs any reasonable protection his
supporters can provide. It might be pertinent to inquire as to setting up a special fund for
Representative Paul’s personal---and family---security. There is now a 360 degree automobile video
camera system, patent number 6795111 by Joseph J. Mazzilli
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/6795111.html Also of note is
http://www.storageengine.com/solutions-for-ip-video-surveillance and http://www.armoredcars.com/
which has BMW, Audi, Lexus and Mercedes sedans for the protection of important persons (yes, hoods
and neocons use these, but that doesn’t make the product evil). For all I know these suggestions may
have long since been implemented. Allegations as to discussion of assassination of Ron Paul are
attributed to banking elites
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/december2007/121407_assassinating_paul.htm

Ron Paul is most certainly not any advocate of Federal gun control taking them from citizens! In
researching this month’s offering I noticed with dismay that Silver Users Association member Tiffany &
Company, the world’s most arrogant overpriced jewelry boutiques and staffed by supercilious snobs
who radiate attitudes like their used Kleenexes are superior to your life’s work, is listed as a member of
the Silver Institute http://www.silverinstitute.org/our_members.php The reader can see the true
stygian profile of Tiffany & Company in Silver Investor Archives, “The $150 Cufflinks.” Worse still, the
CME Group, parent organization of the COMEX, where we are being denied our actual net worth in
metals and shares, is on the Silver Institute roster. While the Silver Institute is a fine source of statistical
information, don’t look for it to do anything for free market prices! Has it ever done so, any more than
the U.S. Geological Survey?
The occupant of the White House who has expressed interest in increasing the power of the Fed is
therefore no friend of honest (commodity based) money. A suitable acronym might be Obnoxious Bully
Annihilating My Assets. It is no wonder there are so many political cartoons on the web figuratively
broiling him! As for Ron Paul, he very predictably has his critics. A New York psychiatrist in the
December 28, 2006 New England Journal of Medicine (no less) faulted Ron Paul because Paul favors
parental, rather than psychiatric, control over schoolchildren. Paul opposed Federal funding of
psychiatric “screening” (that is, searching for new victims to be turned into psychiatric zombie drug
addicts benefiting Big Pharma, a key interest of the Money Power, just like the silver stealing British
made opium addicts of Chinese!) http://content.nejm.org/cgi/content/full/355/26/2717 At
http://www.naturalnews.com/026187_health_Ron_Paul_drugs.html On April 30, 2009, in the House of
Representatives, Ron Paul said in his speech for his Parental Consent Act (H.R. 2218), opposing
psychiatric meddling with schoolchildren, stated--“It is all too easy for a psychiatrist to label a person's disagreement with the psychiatrist's political
beliefs a mental disorder.”
Paul has been labeled “paranoid” by some web bloggers because of his stance against eminent domain
abuse and other attacks on the Bill of Rights! “The Rockford Files” TV series depicted a ruthless
developer getting rid of someone refusing to sell land, by hiring a psychiatrist to “certify” him as
mentally ill. Such labeling is strategy, not fact—a strategy to defame an honest Congressman. How do
you conduct a witch hunt in modern times? Ahh! Subterfuge it in pseudo medical terminology which

you invent like fiat money! At http://www.infowars.com/ron-paul-vaccination-against-swine-flu-afailure/ a critic said Paul’s supporters have “psychological issues” including “schizophrenia.”
Mafia hit men are more respectable inasmuch as they don’t masquerade as “doctors.” If there is a
chainsaw at my throat and a bazooka at my temple (as in William Wallace execution scene), I still cannot
say anything positive about this bogus “discipline.” I highly recommend the following
http://www.prisonplanet.com/psychiatry-politics-labeling-political-dissidents-mentally-ill.html which
has an embedded You Tube presentation by G. Edward Griffin, a longtime critic of the United Nations
and the Federal Reserve.
“Ron Paul’s Supporters Are Mentally Ill” is at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ozp1MOGnUk
Not to get very far off topic, but because such name calling tragically exists and is likely to intensify the
more Ron Paul’s efforts succeed, let me be brutally factual---the entire “mental illness” concept is 100%
phony! It took the place of accusations of heresy and witchcraft. If mental “illness” were “like any other
illness,” how is it that people having degrees in such “disciplines” are immunized by their degrees, from
all the made-up “disorders” which they purport to “diagnose” and “treat?” Have you ever heard a
dermatologist assert his degree will protect him from sunburn? These are the same elements who said
women in pants were suffering from “permanent mental hallucination” and should be sent to “the best
conducted hospitals for the insane” (New York Times, May 27, 1876, page 6 editorial “A Curious
Disease.”) Are any of them alleging today that women in slacks are mentally ill? See, in psychiatry,
when a minority is doing something, it’s called a “disorder;” but if the majority starts doing it, it
becomes “clinically normative!” In real medicine, would malaria cease to be a disease if the majority
had it? So the things they rave about are never biological diseases, but properly in other classifications
including nonconformity and individuality of which majorities are at some time intolerant, problems of
life, moral conflicts, disadvantageous habits and so forth. This ersatz scientific name calling they engage
in is merely a tool of social and governmental control! How better to suppress a faction such as the hard
money movement than by application of psychiatric labels?
The Fort Hood killer had a degree in psychiatry---how was it that it failed to “immunize” him from having
a “homicide disorder?” What about the many, many rapes these “doctors” have committed? If you
hadn’t heard about it, it’s past time you did. That’s why psychiatrists “diagnose” most depression in
women---they want women more than men, coming to see them---to give them “opportunities.” In
reality, murder is a moral and a criminal, not a medical problem, but certainly psychiatric drugs have
caused many rampages! Was that guy on something, accessible because he could write prescriptions?
If you visit this link http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/scripts/getcase.pl?court=us&vol=396&invol=1049 you
should realize the complete relevance of what I’m saying. Briefly, so-called “mental illness” accusations
are routinely attempted to be used as weapons to damage people’s reputations by those who have a
conflicting agenda. It’s like living in Turin, Italy in 1508; your neighbor has a grudge against you, and
retaliates by denouncing you to the Inquisitors as a “heretic.” Fact Magazine intentionally attempted to
destroy Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater and his 1964 Presidential bid by having 12,356 psychiatrists,
whom they “surveyed,” labeled him as “mentally ill,” and “severely paranoid” and “psychologically unfit

for the high office to which he aspires” as well as “sexually insecure” and finally “grossly psychotic.” The
Senator sued the magazine and its publisher for libel and won $75,000, which judgment was upheld in
1970 by the United States Supreme Court. The unprincipled publisher of Fact Magazine, Ralph Ginzburg,
was convicted in 1963 of violating Federal obscenity laws! People with no personal honor such as that
thankfully dead publisher have no qualms as to appealing to a fake “science” to engage in mudslinging!
You can imagine the paroxysm of frenzied swearing Ginzburg wailed out when he had to pay the
Senator he spit lies against! If I’d been Goldwater’s attorney, I would have had the judgment enforced
even if it meant excavating Ginzburg’s kidney and vending it to a transplant recipient, because vile
people deserve no clemency. After edging out Pilgrims Society member Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller for
the 1964 Republican Presidential nomination in a bitter battle, the Johnson campaign slogan about
Goldwater was “In Your Guts You Know He’s Nuts!” A catchy rhyme does not equate to a finding of fact!
Douglas Dillon, LBJ’s Treasury Secretary, was a Pilgrims Society member who got rid of silver coins and
later chaired the Rockefeller Foundation! At http://www.answers.com/topic/barry-goldwater Goldwater
correctly viewed the Trilateral Commission, founded by the brother of his political opponent Nelson
Rockefeller, as a large scale global power grab http://quotes.libertytree.ca/quote/barry_goldwater_quote_0f6b
Johnson was the Pilgrims Society member (fake money mob) under whose administration our silver
coinage was phased out at the behest of the New York bankers, who set out to then feed it to the Silver
Users Association. If bankers would stage assassination attempts against Andrew Jackson, and carry out
such attempts against others, don’t you suppose they would stoop to lesser attacks, such as saying Ron
Paul has a “personality disorder?” Silver Senator McCarran was himself denigrated in a 2004 book called
“Washington Gone Crazy.” Why was McCarran said to be crazy? Ahh, because the bankers hate gold
and silver, and McCarran championed their use as money! This is a battle for votes and unfortunately
there is a “fashionable” or “stylish” or “trendy” thing about believing in the literal galaxy of “disorders”
that have been invented for exploitative and personal moral crutch purposes. Problems in living, moral
and political conflicts, disagreements and simple nonconformity are not disorders! If you topple a book
case, the books spill across the floor, you can call that “disorder.” However, if you are the owner of that
book case and the books on its shelves, it’s strictly your business and no one else’s as to the sequence in
which those books are arranged. Because someone else would have arranged them otherwise does not
make your arrangement “disordered;” and civil rights including freedom of speech featuring an
opposing view, cannot be biological illnesses!
The Wikipedia entry on Barry Goldwater attributes these quotations to him--“Most Americans have no real understanding of the operations of the international moneylenders. The
accounts of the Federal Reserve have never been audited. It operates outside the control of Congress
and manipulates the credit of the United States.”
“Those who seek absolute power, even though they seek it to do what they regard as good, are simply
demanding the right to enforce their own version of heaven on earth. And let me remind you, they are
the very ones who always create the most hellish tyrannies. Absolute power does corrupt, and those
who seek it must be suspect and must be opposed. Their mistaken course stems from false notions of

equality, ladies and gentlemen. Equality, rightly understood, as our founding fathers understood it, leads
to liberty and to the emancipation of creative differences. Wrongly understood, as it has been so
tragically in our time, it leads first to conformity and then to despotism.”
The latter quotation was part of Goldwater’s 1964 acceptance speech at the Republican National
Convention of 1964 in San Francisco. Opposed to the Federal Reserve as he was, he had to know what
alternative there was to it (Constitutional money!) If we look deeper into criticisms leveled at major
politicians across the years, we see an ongoing consistent pattern of these vile “mental illness”
accusations. According to some voices, anyone who mistrusts the Federal Reserve System has a head
problem! They want to be off limits to open accounting and their critics draw these inane psychiatric
accusations from this sewer faction which has no valid basis for existence!
http://www.austinchronicle.com/gyrobase/Issue/story?oid=oid%3A525510 a major Texas newspaper
calls Ron Paul “a spectacular oddity” and “a mad politician” who has “wacky views.” In the Jacksonian
era, money creators understood the need to own or control newspapers---for purposes of
propagandizing public opinion!
http://wonkette.com/361456/wonkette-exclusive-meet-chris-peden-ron-pauls-congressional-opponent
profiles Chris Peden, Paul’s Texas Congressional seat opponent. Wonkette, probably a crude allusion to
“daft in the head,” calls Ron Paul “a barking loon” and speaks of “the nuttiness of Ron Paul” and “the
nuttiness of Ron Paul’s supporters” and his “weird Presidential campaign.” Nuttiness is not their way of
saying Paul’s backers eat hazelnuts, walnuts and pecans, but another allusion to the questionable
practice of calling others “mentally ill.” Think about it---there exists no greater power to defame those
you dislike than calling them “disordered” or “ill.” There need to be legal checks on such power. The
first checks against it should be recognition that disagreement cannot be “disease,” that people cannot
be excused for responsibility for their actions; and that pharmaceutical manufacturers are in collusion
with psychiatrists to label as much of life “disorders” as we can be conned into accepting so they can
both gouge the public. Then “treat” the many side effects with still more drugs!
In USA Today, March 1, 1997, a pediatric neurologist http://www.oikos.org/radchang.htm
commented--“All is not well with psychiatry. Its anti- scientific claims of "disease" where none actually exist seem
sufficient to deter anyone of a scientific bent.”
The article mentioned Duard Bok, a psychiatrist who blew the whistle on the racketeering practices of
National Medical Enterprises, a for profit psych chain; they retaliated by labeling him “impaired.” My
local paper said NME management claimed Bok had a “personality disorder.” See? Psychiatric labeling
is just sham name-calling! The article reported the Feds fined NME $375 million. Gee! They weren’t
“clinically normative!” As of the article’s date, 12 corporations controlled 85% of the “managed
psychiatric treatment” biz. A neurologist correctly diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease in my Aunt Irma. A
psychiatrist wanted to “treat” her for “depression.” Her attitude was in no way the issue; it was simple
age induced brain dysfunction. I know someone who in junior high was sent to a social worker at school
for “mental illness.” How was he identified? Ahh! His socks were mismatched; one black, the other

dark brown. Since when is mismatched socks a biological illness? They can and do call anything
“disorder” they damn well wish to! It’s a “he is insane whom we so deem” kind of power trip. These
shady operators need to be curtailed by legislation. Ron Paul is one of the few attempting to do so.
Rick Moran, who runs a site he calls “Right Wing Nuthouse” says of Ron Paul’s supporters
http://www.americanthinker.com/2007/11/is_ron_paul_pandering_to_the_p.html that they are “a
band of internet ruffians, conspiracy nuts” and that Paul “panders to this paranoid fringe;” Moran
complains about Ron’s “anti-government rants.” No refutation of Paul’s views is offered; instead, ad
hominem attacks with standard invective and rhetoric! I hope the reader gets the picture. Mental
illness mongering is used to satisfy greed, power, and a crutch for those seeking to evade responsibility
for their actions in order to receive a lesser penalty than regular criminal justice would provide, and
name calling of a more devious nature than mere typical profanity. Such labeling is no attempt to
resolve issues but attempt to silence and squelch; disregard it. They commend those of whom they
approve and apply negative labels to those they dislike. This is in no way medicine; it is libel, slander,
defamation and a tool of social control! These are the same people who in the 19 th century said that
slaves who wanted to escape had a “disease of the mind,” which psychiatrist Samuel Cartwright (no
connection to Ben, Adam, Hoss and Little Joe) labeled “drapetomania.”
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2007/11/theronpaulconsp.html mentions “Paulites”
(suggestive of New Testament studies but not in this case) and “the Ron Paul conspiracy.” It’s been
massaged into high fashion to make mockery of conspiracy views, as if one cannot be part of the “in”
crowd unless of the bent to howl with laughter at the suggestion of powerful people collaborating for
their gain at the expense of others. When the knives hit Caesar, you can be sure he knew conspiracies
are the natural and inevitable consequence of human nature. Paul mentions 25,000 activists in
government and universities trying to end national sovereignty and institute a World Government at
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/260903ronpaul.html Anyone who thinks there’s such a conspiracy
must be riddled with all manner of mental disorders!
Federal Reserve officials may already have delivered pallets of $100 bills to the American Psychiatric
Association HQ to “help” its members in “diagnosing paranoia” in folks insisting on making the Federal
Reserve System transparent. We could term it a “tranche!” This is the group which at its annual
meeting votes to see if a plurality of those voting want to create a new “disorder;” whereas in real
medicine, diseases were identified, not created by mere labeling. If we disbelieve the Government is
really out for our best interests, they are likely to say we have “disorders.”
Ron Paul’s main cosponsor of this drive to get rid of the Federal Reserve System is Florida Democrat
Congressman Alan Grayson, an attorney who graduated summa cum laude from Harvard, assuring that
he is a masterful, revved-up intellect who cannot be outwitted by any central banking artifice---

“Alan Grayson Gets More Delightfully Insane By The Minute” is the headline at
http://blogs.miaminewtimes.com/riptide/2009/10/alan_grayson_getting_more_deli.php you didn’t
think the mental “illness” hucksters would overlook him?
According to Roll Call and http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2009/10/01/who-is-alan-grayson-anyway/
Grayson is currently the 12 wealthiest member of Congress with a net worth of over $31 million. This is
a man who is highly unlikely to miss any trick, so to speak, and being thoroughly acquainted with the
Federal Reserve System and its ramifications, do not be surprised if it comes to light that he is a precious
metals investor. He seems to favor the letter “S” as he has five children named Skye, Star, Sage, Storm
and Stone! See the potent intellect that is Alan Grayson interrogating crook, Ben Bernanke concerning
$500 billion going to foreigners Bernanke claimed to not be able to ID--http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0NYBTkE1yQ
In this video Florida’s well armed varmint hunter Grayson is going after slithering Fed vice chairman
Donald Kohn (below) regarding $1.2 trillion (that’s 1,200 billionaires)--http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mj0JAfq4esk

I think of Lee Marvin in his 1967 film “The Dirty Dozen” where he told the bad boy--“I don’t care if they hang you for ten dollars or ten cents it makes no difference to me!”
Kohn’s writings have been cited by the Bank of England, the anti-silver Brookings Institution, and the
horrific National Bureau for Economic Research, of which CFR member Andrew Brimmer, ex Fed
governor and Du Pont director (Silver Users Association) is an emeritus director; as is Pilgrims Society
member Peter G. Peterson, key Rockefeller family functionary member who led the Council on Foreign
Relations after David Rockefeller’s “retirement” from the post of chairman. Marina Whitman of
Rockefeller’s Trilateral Commission is also an NBER director, as is Peter C. Aldrich, of the family of
Senator Nelson Aldrich (Pilgrims Society) who helped organize the Federal Reserve System! Peter
Aldrich, a Boston real estate kingpin, operates through assorted trust companies
http://edgar.brand.edgar-online.com/PeopleFilingResults.aspx?
PersonID=2000188&PersonName=PETER%20C.%20ALDRICH
The ramifications of those back of the Federal Reserve System are staggering and when fully known, will
re-write all the big rich lists; except hopefully, they will be stripped of their immoral gains!
This video with Grayson is another certifiable gem, with him going after Federal Reserve Inspector
General Elizabeth Coleman, who evasively claimed to not know the answers to his questions--http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJqM2tFOxLQ&feature=channel
As of this writing the above video had 2,131,723 views! No wonder West Virginia Senator Jay
Rockefeller wants the President, probably still controlled by Uncle David Rockefeller, to have
“emergency” powers to shut down the Internet! There is no reliable way to tally the net worth of every
member of Congress, but my belief is that Jay Rockefeller’s net worth far exceeds that of all other
members combined; all concealed in a bewildering maze of trusts and foundations, of course!
Yes, Ron Paul does want to make us rich; so too, evidently, does Congressman Alan Grayson, who
deserves the same level of support (and protection) as Ron Paul! Same goes for Senator Jim DeMint.
The Tea Party movement, a huge groundswell of backlash against out of control government spending,
naturally favors these Congressmen. Grayson is a vice chairman of the Congressional Progressive

Caucus. A very robust looking man of 51 years, Grayson has a political support site at
http://www.graysonforcongress.com/email_signup.asp
In Paul and Grayson we have a stunning duo; if we could see multicolored flashes of light at the firing of
their brain neurons and synapses, it would put the typical fireworks display to shame as nondescript and
eliciting tears of boredom! These Congressmen are on the verge of turning the United States towards a
sensible course---back them all the way! If there are any PM investors in these men’s districts who have
voted against them, they must be strictly shortside investors.
Friends, it is as clear to me as anything could be that the Federal Reserve and those behind it, which I
identify as The Pilgrims Society in Manhattan, is the source of the silver and gold price suppression. It
played the decisive role in March 1933 of “advising” Franklin Roosevelt to nationalize gold and to do the
same to silver in August 1934. If we unite behind men such as Ron Paul and Alan Grayson, the outcome
of abolishing the Federal Reserve System will of course result in a time of major upheaval; but it is
desirable that we go through that tough time! For having done so and completed the difficult transition
period of restoration of Constitutional monetary powers to Congress, the elected agents of We The
People, we will observe the start of a healthier America. Better finances, the return of heavy industry,
lessened unemployment, stable prices, and the end of pointless overseas military adventurism. Both
Paul and Grayson are opposed to Obama’s continuing military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, and
oppose military force against Iran. This is not because the Congressmen are cowards, mindless pacifists,
or wimpy, but because the basis for those conflicts is false. I do not know what their views are on 911 as
to possible implication of our own Federal Government in those disasters, but I would not be surprised
to discover they believe those events could have been prevented, exactly like FDR and Pearl Harbor!
However, there is this at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_positions_of_Ron_Paul yet he attached a
disclaimer to his expressed view, suggesting that he only said the government wasn’t involved as a ploy
to gain the most support.
A tax on net worth may be proposed. If it is you can be damn certain the Rockefellers, Mellons and
everyone else in the nexus of families back of the Federal Reserve will have long since activated their
escape hatches, including foundations that misstate the value of assets, maze of trusts, and offshore
stashes. Repudiation of the national debt should be considered.
At http://grayson.house.gov/2009/12/grayson-cracks-down-on-wall-street.shtml we note--“Congressman Grayson teamed with Rep. Ron Paul to push for the “Audit the Fed” legislation.
Congressman Grayson discovered that the Federal Reserve has conducted secret bailouts that range in
the hundreds of billions of dollars since 2008. The bill grants authority to the non-partisan General
Accountability Office to conduct the audit. “
(They intended to say, “General Accounting Office.”)
Ted Butler, who is the be all and end all of COMEX and CFTC silver commentators, was forced to the
conclusion that not only CFTC, but also Treasury and the Fed are involved in massive international silver
price suppression http://silverbearcafe.com/private/04.09/silversting.html and remarked as to how

JPMorganChase swelled its already bloated OCC silver short position to above 730 million ounces,
separate and distinct from its COMEX shorts and flatly stated--“That the U.S. Government has aided and abetted JPMorgan in this illegal endeavor you should find as
repugnant as I do. U.S. Government agencies, like the Treasury Department and the CFTC are the ones
publishing these data. The Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve arranged the JPMorgan/Bear
Stearns takeover. How could they not be aware of and have sanctioned this historic silver liquidation? It
is sickening. Officials should and must go to jail over this.”
Silver was smashed from an intraday high of $21.52 in March 2008 all the way down to $8.64 as shorts
locked in their gains from the average buy and hold silver stock faction, bled white as some of them
always have to sell due to unexpected emergencies. Ben Bernanke had to be at the center of this silver
price assassination and it indeed would be nice to see him in penitentiary lockup, along with Jamie
Dimon of MorganChase and the other looters.
Bix Weir, who is somewhat new to the metals commentary realm, appeared as a blazing meteor
streaking across the night sky and got the attention of many investors with a thought provoking series of
articles. On December 4, 2009 he posted “$6,000/Oz Silver and ONE Bank” that being MorganChase
http://news.silverseek.com/SilverSeek/1259956195.php His theory based on facts known by such men
as Ted Butler re the scarcity of silver, is that when the short corner on silver finally expires, we could see
silver prices at 5 times the price of gold! Remember industry cannot function sans silver, and trend
investors will exacerbate the price increases! Of course, that figure, based on $1,200 gold, is not quite
bullseye, because the January 1980 gold high of $850 in today’s terms equates to perhaps $2,300 gold
today; and using BW’s extrapolative formula we then arrive at $11,500 per ounce silver! Do you have
any notion what that would do to the price of silver---and gold---mining shares? I went on record last
September in “Number One Urgent Agenda” stressing that should Ron Paul’s efforts to force the Federal
Reserve into an independent outside audit succeed, that will far and away constitute the absolute best
possible shield for our metals ownership rights! Friends, Ron Paul---and Alan Grayson---are seriously
intent on making precious metals investors very, very, blindingly wealthy!
May I engage in some musings as did BW? Yes! One top tier silver miner has on the order of 38 ounces
silver equivalent per share, and climbing, as drilling in Mexico, Canada and other jurisdictions continues!
If the shares move at 3x the price of silver, that yields a price of $34,000 plus per share. If the shares are
valued at the worth of the precious metals, minus extraction costs, which would be far, far, far less than
$11,500 ounce silver, the resource base of 61 Neutron Corporation would yield a share price of
$437,000 per share! Actually less than that, as the gold/silver price ratio changes, but still way over a six
figure share price; with many other miners also experiencing a tsunami of money rushing in, thrusting
their share prices into the clouds! 61 Neutron, the atomic number of silver, is a nickname I coined
several years ago for a major miner.
But, let us practice restraint in our imaginations and not fantasize too wildly. However, Berkshire
Hathaway shares have often been priced at over $100,000 per share, so extraordinarily high share prices
are factual, if only rarely. But the case of silver is far rarer than that of Berkshire Hathaway. Why, by the

way, did Warren Buffet unload the Berkshire silver at what is now an embarrassingly low price? We
know it went into the Barclay’s silver ETF. Marcus Agius, probably a member of The Pilgrims of Great
Britain, chairs the entire Barclay’s organization. He is the son in law of Edmund L. De Rothschild,
Pilgrims of Great Britain and David Rockefeller’s British counterpart! Buffet, probably another Pilgrims
Society member, posed with Presidential aspirant Schwarzenegger at a Rothschild estate in England (see
“Rothschilds and Silver,” Silver Investor Archives). Buffet is a known Bilderberg invitee. I suggest that
Buffet was “ordered” by powers wealthier than himself---trash the phony rankings--- to transfer that
silver, so it could be used to lengthen the time span of the already centuries long duration silver price
suppression!
In the event a price supernova in silver comes in 2010---and we must all back these two Congressmen to
help this Heaven ordained blessed event to transpire---be ready to engage in some selling, and diversify
into water investments, agricultural production, solar energy and other essential areas. Also be ready to
use your sudden astronomical gains to buy up shares of media conglomerates so that we can vote off
their boards, all Council on Foreign Relations, Pilgrims and other undesirable members, including Rhodes
Scholars; and be ready to soak the United States with advertising including mass mailings aimed against
bad boys such as the Silver Users Association, and to cause removal from office every member of the
Senate and House who went to the dark side and did not support Congressman Ron Paul and Alan
Grayson. In the event of such price changes in silver and gold, in which tens of millions of investors
suddenly stampede in, regardless of cost, another reason to take profits is that nations where our
miners operate will be tempted beyond endurance to move in and seize larger slices of the pie; so
unload before this causes a severe downdraft. The only way that will not take place is if sufficient
prominent citizens in places such as Mexico, Peru and Argentina are already holding such shares, and
are able to apply sufficient political pressure to avert partial to full nationalization.
Congressmen Paul and Grayson scarcely need anyone to bring any point to their attention; it is therefore
my hope they have contingency plan ready to counteract any ploy to stop the Federal Reserve audit,
such as, we are now at war with Iran and Capitol Hill is locked down due to national emergency declared
by Federal Reserve puppet, Barack Obama! Never forget that fiat currency facilitates warfare!
Ted Butler and others have expressed how nonplussed they are as to management of silver mining
concerns remaining silent in the face of government sponsored and/or government tolerated, price
suppression. These executives and directors have done a fabulous job, in many cases, of locking up in
ground reserves. However, if a free market price for silver and gold is what you want now and it will add
breathtaking value to your mining shares at Star Trek speed, please support Ron Paul and Alan Grayson
in their actions to end the Federal Reserve System! Every Congressman and Senator--- 343 of them to
date---who supports these men in this cause, deserves your support. They also need to be cautioned
that should they defect, you will exert yourselves to turn them OUT of office! Not only that, but
businesses they own would be permanently boycotted! Please help Congressman Ron Paul to save our
metals investments and our nation from the cannibals presently in charge---

Ron Paul’s philosophy is in keeping with statements by Ronald Reagan and Thomas Jefferson--The nine most terrifying words in the English language are "I'm from the Government and I'm here to
help!" ---Reagan
“Were we directed from Washington when to sow and when to reap we should soon want bread.”
---Jefferson

